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Lesson: May 22, 2020

Objective/Learning Target:  

I can interpret and summarize nonfiction and fiction text.  



WARM UP
It’s time to wrap things up!

Throughout the week you have been able to learn a little 
about Mythology and some of its characters.  

Your mission today is to go back over the slides from the 
week, and your notes, and focus on just one character, 
or one god or goddess, or one story because…

It’s One Pager time!



WARM UP 
Just in case you’ve forgotten, here is a list of some of the “big” things you learned 
about this week:

● Gods/Goddesses...their powers and symbols
● Mythology Allusions in the current world
● Mount Olympus
● Greek Mythology
● Norse Mythology
● Roman Mythology
● Stories 

○ Pandora’s Box
○ Eve and the Serpent
○ Arachne the Weaver
○ Echo and Hera
○ Echo and Narcissus

● The original Olympics and its connection to Greek Mythology



LEARN

What is a One Pager?

● You take what you’ve learned and put the highlights onto a single 
piece of paper or slide.

● It’s a way to show what you’ve learned, how you can process through 
it, and “teach” others about your topic.  

● It’s also a time to get creative and have a little fun!



Independent Practice
 You may create a One Pager on paper or on a Google Document.  It’s your choice!  

One Pager Requirements for both paper or digital:

1. One image or drawing.  This could be a character, a symbol, or a moment from a scene.

2. Five words that describe the character, symbol, or moment from a scene.  

a. These words can be clustered around the image or can be incorporated in the border or in your other designs.

3. Three symbols that represent the character, symbol, or moment from a scene.

4. Indicate whether your story or character comes from Greek Mythology, Roman, or Norse.

5. Create a border to go around the perimeter of your page.  The border colors and design 

need to tie in with the topic of your one pager.

6. Leave NO white space.  Every inch of the paper or google document should be used.

7. Use color.  Make this colorful and interesting.



Examples:  INDEPENDENT PRACTICE 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Check out these links for more entertaining mythological stories 

and characters!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MWhW3xl0LA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lftugNGtkvc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4fHiIPnUgN0

